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in Student Government
By AMY RANG
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News Editor
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Wright State may again
change policy for summer
student employees
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WSU's Office of Student Em- He added that in order to be exempt
ployment may be making a change from contributing to either public
ink
the campus employment policy employee or state teacher retirement
systems, a student must be regisfor students this summer.
The policy currently requires tered for at least one class.
Young said although he heard
'students who wish to work on campus over summer terms to register many complaints at first, students
for at least one credit hour during still accepted the terms of the sumlie . 'There was

\

Weller does not see a need to
increase SG funding from the uni-

versity to support the new position.
Students will be voting whether
or not to add a vice-presidential position to student government during
this year's election.
According to Jeff Weller, student government chair, discussions
on the new position began last summer. Concern developed over the
senior student trustee performing
the chair's duties in his absence.
"There's a real conflict of interest between a trustee and somebody
who's elected by the students,"
Wellersaid. A trustee is not elected
by the students."
"Not that the student trustees
aren't competent," he added. "I think
it's very difficult for a trustee to take
his hat on and off to represent the
students one minute then have to try
to represent the trustees and the university." The addition of a vicepresident would be an asset to SG,
according to Weller.
"Ithinkourcommunicationlevel
will go up dramatically with the
vice-president One of his main duties is to oversee communication to
the students and help the college
councils," Weller said. He will also
attend meetings of the Ohio Student

Association, a lobbying group to the
state capital composed of thirteen
universities.
Students will decide to approve
or deny the constitutional referen-

"With the addition of this posi-

tion, I am totally opposed to raising
student government's budget by one
penny to add this position," Weller
said. "I believe our budget is adequate enough to add this."
Weller encourages campus leaders to apply for positions in SG. He

sees a need for new students to become involved in SG as well as to
maintain continuity.

"The main priority of student

government is to serve the students
SG Chair J. Jeffery Weller
dum during the spring general election. Students will be able to view
the new constitution at the poles
before voting. According to Weller,

at this university the students should
be part of it"

SG decided to present the referen-

Petitions and rules for the elec-

Dr. William Hutzel will become
vice-president of academic affairs
when Dr. Charles Hathaway leaves
Wright State University on March

Lucky student heading to Indianapolis.
[Page 8]
Peanuts, popcorn and cracker jack .. oh, and
baseball, too.
[Page 12]
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photo by Scott Cozzolino

wsu diver Jodi Train dlsplays the form that helped
her set a school record In the one-meter diving
competition on Feb. 5 against Xavier.

Dr. William Hutzel to step into new position

A view from the pit.
[Page 7]
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this campus. Anything that goes on

dum during the general election be- tions will be available for pick-up
cause it's when there is the greatest around Feb. 10 from the S.O.L.D.
and an interest meeting is tentavoter tum-out
The vice-presidential position tively scheduled for Feb. 16. The
appears for the first time this elec- general election will be held March
tion on a joint ticket with the presi- 8,9and 10.StudentsintheSchoolof
dent. If the referendum passes, the Professional Psychology and the
president and the vice-president will School of Medicine vote on Feb. 22
be elected.
and 23 because they have a different
"If over a majority of the stu- exam schedule than the rest of the
dents vote against the referendum, campus. Those votes will not be
and they vote for whoever they want counted until all voting is complete.
to vote for, then the constitution is Students wanting more information
voidand the vice-president position about SG and how to get involved
then is void as well," Weller said. should stop by the SG office or get in
"Just the president wins."
contact with their representative.

INSIDE

I

in the way they want to be served
and represent them," Weller said.
"Everything affects the students on

Sports• 11

Comics • 14
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Hutzel came to Wright State approximately 27 years ago. He has
served as a political science professor, chair of the political science
department, founder and director of
the office of urban studies, dean of
continuing education and currently
as the associate-vice president for
academ ~ affairs.
According to Hutzel, he enjoyed
working in close contact with stu-

dents the most. "All my years have

been satisfying," he said. "I really

dents. In that regard then, I think our
efforts
that are currently underway
enjoyed the contact with the stuin
expanding
multimedia, reviewdents, not only in the class room, but
ing general education and looking at
all those varieties of contacts."
"My primary responsibility for the assessments of outcome in class
the last several years has been assist- (are very important)."
Hutzel sees that the main chaling Dr. Hathaway in areas of budget
and outreach," Hutzel said. "(In the lenge awaiting him is "maintaining
new position) I will now work more and hopefully expanding the quality
directly with the deans, and the col- of our programs in the face of at best
leges and other schools, in assisting static levels of income, if not even
them fulfill their academic mis- declining revenues," he said. "So
sions."
how can you do better and bigger
Hutzel has several goals for his things with relatively less revenue?
new position. "I would like to em- That's going to be the biggest chalphasize even more the quality of our lenge. It's the same challenge we
instruction- teaching for our stu- see allvero
America."

News

of February 2

property was reported missing. At 10:02
p.m. she advised Public Safety that her
wallet was recovered at home.

- February 8

ARRESTS

For the week

THEFTS

·A 21-year-old male was arrested
on Feb. 5 by Public Safety for disorderly conduct and resisting arrest.

·A 21-year-old male was observed

National Engineers Week kicks off at WSU
Several events open to Wright State students
Wright State's College of Engineering
and Computer Science invites students, fac-

uity, staff and local citizens to join in the fun
c .uing the annual National Engineers Week

Feb. 15-27.
Events scheduled are as follows:

·Feb. 15, 2- 7 p.m.-Russ Engineer-

ing Center open house

•Feb. 18, 5-8 p.m.--Mexican Fiesta

d Basketball Game

·Feb. 19, 8:30 a.m.-11:30 a.m.--In-

orrubber-band powered aircraft con-

I

test
•Feb. 19, 5 p.m.-Scavenger hunt
ends
•Feb.26, 11:00 a.m.-1:30 p.m.-Egg
drop contest
•Feb. 27, 9:00 a.m.-2:00 p.m.-Regional TEAMS competition
Engineering and computer science students interested in volunteering to help with
any of the above activities may contact Teri
Shepherd in 405 Russ Engineering Center at

873-5001.

on Feb. 2 in the process of trying to start

MISCELLANEOUS

a 1991 Black Chevy Camaro with a
screwdriver. The vehicle was parked in
Lot #8 of the Nutter center and part of
the steering column was lying on the
driver's side floorboard.
• A male also reported to Public
Safety on Feb. 4 that a lock he had
placed on a display case located in the
tunnel between Millett and the Dunbar
Library was removed between 2 p.m.
and 2:30 p.m.
• A woman reported to Public Safety
onFeb.5at8:59p.m. thatherwalletwas
removed from her purse which was in
her file cabinet. She said in her report
that the entry door was locked and there
were no signs of forced entry. No other

·A 20-year-old male was cited for
drug abuse by Public Safety after he
was observed shoving something under the passenger seat in the vehicle he
was sitting in at Lot #8 of the Nutter
Center.
• A 12 gauge shotgun and 12 gauge
shotgun shells were confiscated and a
car impounded after a Public Safety
officer investigating a car theft discovered the gun 1 ying in the rear window of
a car in Lot #8 of the Nutter Center. The
gun was in a closed and ready to fire
condition and was not secured in any
fashion. The weapon was found not to
be loaded.

MEETINGS AND EVENTS
.
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WEDNESDAY, FEB.10
·Contemporary Human
Resources Lecture Series:
"Costing and Evaluation of

Human Resources," with Dick

Sabo, Lincoln Electric Co.,
Medical Sciences Auditorium,
7p.m.
•Writing Center. Sentence
Structure Workshop, 10 am.
Punctuation Workshop, noon.
For more infonnation call 873-

4186.
•Greater Dayton Paralegal
Association: noon. For more
information call 298-2016.
•World Cup Figure Skating
Champions: Nutter Center,
7:30p.m.
• Banner Concert Memorial Hall,
8 p.m. For ticket information
call 224-9000.

•Writing Center: MLA
Workshop, 12:30 p.m., For
more information call 873-

4186.
·CD-ROM Instruction: Fordham
Library, 1 p.m.

·UCB Coffeehouse Open Stage:
Rathskeller, 7 p.m.
·World Cup Figure Skating
Champions: Nutter Center,
7:30p.m.

·WSU Cinema: The Trial, 116

Health Sciences Building, 10
p.m. Also shown on Friday at 8
p.m.
·The Human Race Theatre
Company presents The

Elephant Man at the Loft

Theatre in the Metropolitan
Arts Center in downtown

Dayton. For tickets call 228-

3630. This show runs through
Feb. 14.
•Cincinnati Playhouse in the
Park: Our Country's Good, 8
p.m. For more information call
1-800-582-3208. Show runs
through Feb. 14.
•UCB Video: My Girl,
Rathskellar, 5 p.m. Also shown
today at 11 am. and Friday at
6p.m.

·Microbiology & Immunology
Seminar: "The Lysine Genes
of Yeast as Potential Targets
for Detection and Control of a
Fungal Pathogen (Candida
albicans}," with Dr. J .K.
Bhattacharjee, Miami

University; 103 Oelman Hall,

lp.m.
• Dayton Dynamo vs. Canton:

Nutter Center, 7:35 p.m.

• Multicultural Affairs Open
Forum for Asian-American

Students, 316 Dunbar Library,
3 p.m.
•Board of Trustees: 155

University Center, 8:30 am.
• "Lysine Genes of Yeast as
Potential Targets for Detection
and Control of a Fungal
Pathogen," 103 Oelman Hall, 1
p.m. The guest speaker will be

J.K. Bhattacharjee, Ph.D.,

Professor of Microbiology at
Miami University.

SATURDAY, FEB. 13 ]
·College of Engineering and
Computer Science Alumni
Mexican Fiesta: Nuner Center,
5 p.m. For more information

call 873-5001.

•UCB Chess Tournament: 041045 University Center, 10:30

a.m.
•Wheelchair basketball vs.
Cincinnati Slammers: Nutter
Center, noon & 1:30.
• Women's basketball vs.
Illinois-Chicago: Nutter

Center, 5:15 p.m.
·Men's basketball vs. Illinois-

Chicago: Nuner Center, 7:35
p.m.
•Candlelight Concert, Dayton
Playhouse: 8:30 p.m. For ticket
information call 224-9000.
• 10th Anniversary Concert
Junior Strings Winter Concert,
CAC Concert Hall, 4 p.m.

Nutter Center, 2 p.m. and 6

p.m. For more information call

873-4789.
•WSU Cinema: Rome: Open
City, 116 Health Sciences
Building, 7 p.m.
•Faculty Recital, CAC Concert
Hall, 8 p.m.
Origami Demonstration:
"Origami Packages: Wrapping
the Traditional Japanese Way,"
Dayton Art Institute, 3 p.m.
• Afterglow Concert Dayton
Playhouse, 2 p.m. For ticket
information call 224-9000.

]ioNDAY,Fis.'is]
•Black Heritage Week:
University Center and Allyn
Hall, 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Continues through Feb. 19.
•National Engineers Week Open
House: Russ Center Lobby, 2
to7p.m.
·CD-ROM Instruction: Fordham

Library, 2 p.m.
·Men's basketball vs. Valparaiso:
Nutter Center, 7:35 p.m.

•Winter Faculty Meeting:
Medical Sciences Auditorium,
3:30p.m.

-l"2..
·Royal Lipizzaner Stallions:

on Wednesday at noon,
Thursday at 11 a.m. and Friday

at6p.m.
•Writing Center: APA
Workshop, 4 p.m. For more
information call 873-4186
• Psychiatry Grand Rounds:
"MRI and Psychiatric
Disorders," with Capt. Karen
Drexler, noon. For more
information call 276-8325.
•Eating Disorder Support Group
meeting: Campus Ministry
Building, 7:30 to 9 p.m. For
more information call Holly at

878-3480.

• "Intimacy in the Age of AgeOut of the Darkness and into
Reality," 109 Oelman Hall, 8
p.m. The speaker will be John

Harris.

[ WEDNESDAY, FEB. 17
·CD-ROM Instruction: Fordham
Library, 10 a.m.
•Japanese Flower Arranging:

"Ikebana: The Traditional
Japanese Art of Flowers
Arranging Winter Flowers"
Dayton Art Institute, 3:304:30.
•Broadway play: A Chorus Line,
Nuner Center, 7:30 p.m.
•Rick Walters in concert:

ooswas ctass."g

·The Dayton Philharmonic

Orchestra Young People's
Concerts, Memorial Hall, 9:30
and 11 am. For ticket
information call 224-3521.
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Wright State may again

change policy for summer

student employees
WSU's Office of Student Em-

He added that in order to be exempt
from contributing to either public
employee or state teacher retirement
systems, a student must be registered for at least one class.
Young said although he heard
many complaints at first, students
still accepted the terms of the summer employment policy. ''There was
no change in the number of students
who registered for one or two summer classes over the past two summers," he said.
Wright State employment officials added that students not processed in a timely manner (that is,
exemption forms not submitted to
the Columbus Retirement System)
may be required to join a retirement
system and the university's contribution of 14% will be paid by the

ployment may be making a change
in the campus employment policy
for students this summer.
The policy currently requires
'students who wish to work on campus over summer terms to register
for at least one credit hour during
the time period in which they work.
According to Brent Young, associate director of career services
for student employment, President
Paige E. Mulhollan is reviewing
the possibility of increasing the
number of credit hours students

must register for in order to allow
them to work on campus this summer.

The current summer work

policy, which went into effect June
15, was implemented due to the
retirement systems, said Young.

department's/supervisor's budget.

Engineer mentor program to return to WSU in fall
the student budget board, said his
the Big Little Sibs Programwork as a mentor worked out very
started as an idea by Dave Spanier,
WEC member and biomedical " we we_re really just testing well.
the waters to see how it
"My protege did pretty well
major. Schneider said Spanier felt
worked
and
if people got anything since she was already carrying a
the program would be helpful to
4.0 G.P.A. She had a good adjustengineering majors because "it's out of it."
N.N. Schneider
ment to campus life," said Hale.
easy for them to get discouraged
Aside from guidance in coping
about college life."
with the stress of classes, instrucThe program-which was initiated last fall- is active only dur- worked and if people got anything tors, homework and study habits,
engineering mentors--- especially
ing fall quarters due to the high out of it," she said.
Schneider described a mentor those with co-op or intern experienrollment of incoming freshmen,
said Schneider. She added that the as "a friend as well as a counselor, ence can provide information
return of the program depended a someone you can go to in times of on engineering as a career.
According to Schneider,
need, when you want advice or are
lot on its success rate.
changes
in the program's fonnat
unsure
of
things."
"I'm very pleased with the way
are
currently
being reviewed.
Bob
Hale,
a
senior
human
facit turned out. We were really just
"We'
re
considering
revising the
testing the waters to see how it tors engineering major and chair of

By DAWNE. LEGER
Assistant News Editor

WSU's Wright Engineering
Council may give incoming freshman this fall insight to a career in
engineering with the help of a mentor program.
According to council officials,
the program is designed to pair
upper-class engineering majors as
mentors with those recently admitted into the college of engineering
and computer science.
According to N .N. Schneider,
program coordinator and human
factors engineer major, the mentoring operation--originally called

[»

Cr ctasst Coner.s

Finance majors

FEBRUARY fD
8:00 pm Memorial Hall

The Risk and Insurance
Management Society of Dayton
is offering a $500 scholarship for
the 93-94 academic school year.

Peck Peace Overture
Beethoven Piano Concerto No. 4
Rachmaninoff Symphony No. 3

Criteria used to select

Isaiah Jackson, Music Director

a winner are as

sousoss B» Deloitte & Touche

m

follows:

A pianist of

uncommon refinement... "
The New York Times

Philharmonic
Orchestra

TICKETS 224-9000

be planned to bring mentor-protegecouples together and engineer-

ing sophomores, if_they qualify,
will be able to act as mentors.

Schneider said the program, with
its return and revisions next fall,
should "give underclass students a
better idea if engineering is for them
and make a lot of people happier
down the road with their careers."
For more information about fall
application, contact N.N. Schneider
at Allyn Hall student mailbox F585
or the Club Room, 163 Russ Center
at 873-5031.

Scholarships are available to Wright
State finance majors and ROTC cadets

'over

TheDayton

application forms so that we can
match people better," she said.
In addition, more activities will

EDMUND
BATTERSBY

Piano virtuoso returns as soloist

•major in finance or financial
services
·junior status anticipating
graduation in 1993-94
•academic performance

•extra-curricular activities
•character and future promise

·interest in a career in risk

management, insurance or
other areas of financial
services
·full-time student (12 or more

credit hours per quarter)

Applicants must submit two
letters of recommendation from
faculty members, an essay (300
words maximum) discussing
career/educational goals and
objectives and a transcript(s).
Applications are available in

the department of finance, 244

Rike Hall. Deadline is Feb. 26.

For further information,
contact Dr. Ahmad in 254E Rike
or at 873-3185.

ROTC cadets
Air force ROTC cadets
currently enrolled in the Professional Officer Course can now

apply for a $2000 annual

incentive scholarship.
Eligible cadets must be fulltime students enrolled in the
POC, carry a 2.0 G .P.A. and
meet military retention standards.
For further information. call.
873-2730.
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Baseball strikes out with Schott sacrifice
By JEFF MONTGOMERY

[LE NTMENEW WHITE HousE...]

Op/Ed Page Editor

during the summer. It is published by studen ts of

Wright State University and is printed on recycled

paper. Offices are located at 046 University Center,
Wright State University, Dayton, OH 45435.
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editorial board. Editorials with bylines reflect the

opinion of the writer. Views expressed in columns
and cartoons are those of the writers and artists.

The Guardian reserves the right to censor, reject
or disapprove of any advertising copy in accordance

with any present or future advertising acceptance

rules established by The Guardian.
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Last week, Marge Schott was Suspended from baseball. The reactions
to this news seemed to be grouped
into two general categories: Who
cares? or Good, she got what she
deserved. Let's review these two
opinions.
Who cares? Obviously, a large or
at least vocal portion of the community cared, because baseball was
forced to take steps to placate these
masses. But does baseball care? I
mean, really care?
Personally, I don't think so. I think
baseball was running scared, and
offered Marge Schott and the city of
Cincinnati as a sacrificial scapegoat
to satisfy the raised head of moral someone in such a high public-profile position as Marge Schott would
indignation.
Baseball Executive Chair Bud use such language. She is either
Selig went as far as to say, "I've been mean-spirited or ignorant of modem
in baseball 24 years and I've never moral conventions. I think she is the
heard anybody else use that language. latter, not the former.
However, there is a second level
I've never used that language. I'm
startled and dismayed when people to this question of what Marge Schott
say that type oflanguage is part of
baseball. It isn't."
Are we supposed to swallow
hat if it is someday
this? Twenty-four years? Never?
considered morally
It is known that Marge used racial
offensive to speak out
slurs and offensive language over
the phone. Who was she talking
against politicians
to?
This language was used by
Marge in the environment of baseball and in the presence of baseball deserves.
Everyone's right to speech is proowners and players. And now, when
tected
Marge 's, yours, mine-by
it becomes public knowledge, suddenly "I'm startled and dismayed?° the First Amendment. We are even
This is a blatant display of hypoc- free to say stupid things. We are free,
risy, and it brings into doubt believe it or not, to say things that are
baseball's sincerity in the whole not popular, fashionable or even considerate.
matter.
This was a safeguard instigated to
Secondly, did Marge get what she
keep
government from, controlling
deserved?
what people think and say. But is
Let me say right now that I do
condone the use of ethnic slurs or government the only institution we
racial language. I find it offensive must guard against?
Consider .this quote from Mr.
and degrading- to the speaker and
to the target of such attacks. I also Selig. "Mrs. Schott is reprimanded
find it somewhat stupefying that and censured in the strongest terms

ll"T
ff

gious leaders?

not

or reli-

BUT, AMLLR!..

©1993 Tribune Media Services

for her use of racially and ethnically
insensitive language .."
Censured? Can you censure someone and not impinge on their right to
free speech? For the first time that I
can recall, someone has lost their
job, albeit temporarily, due to something they said. No laws were broken.
This is a dangerous precedent
to set. The cause is understandable, racial language is offensive,
but do we ever want our thoughts
and actions dictated to us, either
by the government or by public
sentiment? What if it is someday

considered morally offensive to

speak out against politicians or
religious leaders?
There is a good reason that a stipulation of the settlement is that Marge
is not to take the Baseball Commission to court.
The reason is, the Commission
would lose. But Marge has agreed to
not darken the name of baseball any
more than her actions already have.
She has, in a way, been very noble
throughout her ordeal. Now she must

goto sensitivity camp.
l)
'I hope the practice of sendil,

people off to isolated locations to be

trained in "right-minded thinking"

does not become common practice.

Wednesday, February 10, 1993
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Tabloid journalism cheapening broadcast media
By AMY RANG
News Editor
Anyonewhowatchedprime-time
television last Wednesday knows
about the Marge Schott decision.
They also know how local televisionstationsbrokeintonetworkprogramming to make the announcement.
This was a drastic misuse of the
news media.

their environment, not to sensationalize it and throw it in
our face.
But this is only a symptom
of a far greater illness.
the nation's fascination with
General Motors announced
Monday they are suing NBC
for a report they aired on a implement it in their broadNovember episode of Date- casts.
line that investigated charges
made against certain GM
trucks. The suit was filed a few days castjournalismdoesn'thaveastrong

7A T etworks and local news
[Y sources have recognized

tabloid news and have tried to

Tabloid television is nothing short
of premeditated, journalistic homicide. It is a curse on legitimate news.
If the illness isn't cured, viewers
won't be able to tell the difference
between what is real and what the
media has created.
Unfortunately, it is the unenlightened viewers who empower sleazy

news like the shows Hard Copy and

A Current Affair.

The message of these shows is

While the charges Schott faced after a family won a settlement chance of recovery.ltisdying due to spreading, and their message is they
against GM for more than $100 mil- a serious infection of tabloid televi- don't care about honest journalism.

may have important implications in
our society, there was no need to
repeatedly flash her face across

lion. GM claims the crash tests perby NBC were inaccurate and

TV formed

sion.
Networks and local news sources

screens.
fraudulent. The evidence provided have recognized the nation's fasciIt was obvious the stations were by GM puts NBC in a rather dark nation with tabloid news and have
only interested in being the first to
report the outcome and to sensationalize it. This is not the purpose of TV
news. Its purpose is to inform the
public about what is happening in

light.
What is happening to respectable
broadcast journalism when it starts
fabricating its evidence? Where will
it stop? What's left of reliable broad-

tried to implement it in their broadcasts.
What they fail to realize is the
need for honest information, not halftruths and fabrications.

Their only goal is to be the ones with
the most sensational news reports
first.
Legitimate broadcast journalism
is listed in critical condition, it's vital
signs fading fast. Unless networks
and local news media realize the
error of their ways, the condition
may prove to be fatal.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

WSU athletes excel at more than just athletics
Wright State athletic scholars to be
honored in Nutter C enter ceremony

thetheatre,soshouldweeliminate
the theatre department? I think not.
The author are entitled to his opinion

After reading the letter to the
editor, "Football program not
worth raising tuition rates," I
knew it was time to respond. I'm
not going to argue about whether
or not there should be a football

responsible person. I appreciate the
fact that I am on an athletic scholarship and have never taken it for
granted. I, like other athletes here,
have worked long and hard to
receive my scholarship. I have the

-that's what this column is all about.
But when he insults others and make
stereotypical comments, he crosses
the line.
Regarding WSU's "ridiculous
expenditure," the Nutter Center, I

program. There are other matters

utmost respect for students on

cannot understand how anyone who

As a student athlete, I have
endured stereotypical comments
for four years. Certain students at
this university seem to believe

scholarship - athletic or academicbecause I understand the effort it
took to achieve this goal.
If I understood correctly, the
author of the previous letter is
against all athletics sponsored by the

has attended a basketball game,
concert, or other special event can
believe that the Nutter Center was a
waste of money.
It is one. of the finest facilities in
the state and attracts top performers.

that student athletes are dumb
jocks" and a waste of the

university. It is unfortunate that he
cannot enjoy the many benefits

The Nutter Center brings another
dimension to this expanding univer-

university' s money. There are 164
students on athletic scholarships
'-\~ WSU that I'm sure would
•Jtsagree.
Personally, athletics have
made me a stronger and more

intercollegiate athletics bring to
WSU, but because he doesn't enjoy
intercollegiate athletics, should
everyone that does be forced to go
elsewhere for this entertainment?
Other individuals might not-enjoy

sity.
I cannot close without referring to
the brilliant statement, "If poor,
discriminated against athletes would
spend three to four hours a day
studying instead of learning the fine

addressed in Miller's letter that

require a response.

art of running into each other ...
maybe they could get an academic
scholarship." Did the author ever
stop to think that athletes spend so
much time on athletics because of
the personal benefits and sense of
accomplishment?
I urge the author to attend the
men's basketball game this Saturday, February 13, against the
University of lliinois-Chicago at
the Nutter Center. Not only will
there be exciting basketball action,
but during halftime approximately
60 student athletes will be honored
for having a 3.0 or better accumu-

lative GPA.

There, the author can witness

firsthand that some very special,
talented people can excel in
academics as well as athletics.

Joylynn Mosier- Senior
Communication Studies
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Ms. Davis, Though you call
me unemotional and a
psychopath to name a few, I
ask that you tolerate me
cause Lord knows I put up
with you and your vulgar
ways. My brain may wander
but never far from you.
Jerusha, I just want to say I
love you. -Harry
WWSU Phantom: I'll listen
to your classicaVBroadwway
show any Wednesday
morning from midnight to 3
A.M. - Christine
Dear Gina Young, Happy
Valentine's Day, I love you
very much. Mark
Pete, You can turn my
channel up anytime. Happy
Valentine's Day. Love,
Becky
Monty, You're the synonym
in my thesaurus. Happy VDayl Blondie

TMB, You can make a

deposit ':. e

Mi®ig

anyti '
love torememl
smitten
Cath
Kept
forev

I will alwa s be our

To my dearest
sweetiepypkitJiffl

.. :· · ·

girl, my/skinhead.

my skichamp,m

3verything! I love you! Lea

leggy'is-53#

"

goddes
my
thought that
call you ... my

ul forever. But the
is : Will you be
mine? XOXO Your loving
mate, Tweedie

Harley

inny, I am yours, body and

Bet

question
ove

You ee
Happy Valentine's Day to all
my wonderful WSU friends!
Especially to my Phi Mu
sisters, classmates, The
Guardian staff, and PR SSA
members.

To the sexiest woman with
_;1he biggest breasts on

campus. Happy V-D

Pebbles a.k.a. Tracy!
Worshipfully yours, » Cathy
•
o the one I love Regina,
rou'll forever be mine, and I
yours. Your my love of a

recor

ERIC - I will never forget all
the times you remembered
me on special occasions.
Now it's my turn. Friends
forever, Jen "Alex"

Brad - Hey SixPackl I'm so

glad y
You i

)arrin, Thanks for

lifetime. "Je t'aime" Happy

Valentine's Day Love Doug

» Stace, You've filled my
life with love and happiness.
I love you and can't wait until
July 31st when we'll become
an and wife. Mellisa
To all the men at Wright
State University, I am proud
to be a woman here in
resence. Happy
alentine's day from an

your

""ee®is

Dear Monte, Let's make a
deal. Dress up like a coal
miner and I'll show you
what's behind door #2. C.A.
Greg - I look forward to the
summer nights we'll spend
with Miss Quito and Dr.
lveway. (I hope morning

Pijon - Happy V-Day,
.... Love, Tiger Baby

Kitten

To SandyKusaj, You haye

Ree"[+
metal ar

.kl®
#@# Redick

have fun.

ww

Call 879-+

ee Sue 1' . ·.
dollar •m-.· ·

Holly
u

~

scro
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: ·. . od

rs®as
qua111S,
...-y
g;ave
Vale

b

e my
··
also an anv,
Dear Pum .kin

frenc ry t ·
always wante ·: ~
do lunch.

.

Pie, Forwe'll

, Greg

='s5lg=
gillie@i@gig:gig2g sticky, an

Julie,

«b;

exeris

nine's

Lc

g

aafB-, Pv Love. g

Hae Hae Bangsi mini
Happy Valentine's Dayl Eg

E:

lif

your iure

aiways.

---=~----..,;:.__

ff@w"iii #%

g

·comm
massages · ~ · · · •;.· .• ·
.:_.:~-. ur)! Kirastan thinn.

toge
of ti
newspa
always my
Journalist Man

*thy Jean, Roses are red,
lets aren't green, pity
u're not quite as cool as
me. ( If you were cooler I
would have written you a
poem that rhymes!) Happy
Valentine's Day! I love you I

Dear D'Ann, It's nice to know
that I still knock you off your
Pebbles
feet after all these years.
=--~~-:--=:---~-Love, John
Fox: I dig U! Remember,
things came to those
who wait. Please be my
• Ke
.
~:i alentmel TLC

•

good

messages. Yo~ , :
Scott
past,
Love

.....

Michele,l-.
tor

cariff

•Susie: As a husband, I've
never amounted to more
than a lobo. But please

serf®ggt. st.3CL"fg;pt: E7.
✓.-,.-,.,,,. .,., .-.-.•.·.-..- .·,

IomyAngelYou're the.
.@# arecord,let'sbreakrioflJ@ 2wBox that our.

Violets are blue, you are my

most Beau· . . pm

uddly-Wu

usiand.bsroiho soy soi sersor
we
ever
,
3yes.

TODD.

,

ever
a»
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hi,
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·

sw

be mm ·
o Pookie, I love your I
thank you and God for

x2uto[nor[OW. 1showing me the true
111&?

_

•B.K.,

To'Rob: Roses are red,
friend, too. Love, Micki

·

-

@nQthera1a1ts
meaning of love. Forever
grateful and yours, Woobie

You're Ju&t

wars/ad
?+
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The ~ap,tahsts seduced

meagain! (Second year

running) Happy Valentine's
D ay, anyway. - SC
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To the Beta Theta Pi
President (J.W.) You're a
really sweet guy, too bad
you're taken.
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The MBA Association is an organization for students seeking their
Masters of Business Administration.
It focuses on bringing together stu-

soon to
a stage
near

dents in an informal setting to promote socialization and networking.
Casual gatherings are held on the
second Monday of every month. The
next gathering will be March 8. Students provide their own beverages
and the organization supplies chips
and pretzels.
There is also a monthly after-

y «O»uu

class "happy hour" at the Chi-Chi's

cussionists liken their drumming to
A Chorus Line thesoundachildhearsin its mother's
(above), the Pulitzer womb.
The ensemble, founded 10 years
Prize-winning musical, plays the Nutter ago, has performed on five contiCenter Wednesday, nents and collaborated with major
Feb. 17 at 7:30 p.m. The show fo- jazz and pop musicians, symphony
cuses on 17 dancers auditioning for orchestras and dance companies.
Kodo features the bamboo xyloa Broadway chorus line. The play' s
phone,
gong and bamboo flute as
choreographer leads each performer
well
as
traditional Japanese drums
to bare his or her soul during the
(taiko)
of
various sizes. The most
casting process.
striking
instrument
in Kodo's proTicket prices are $32. 75, $24.75
gram,
is
the
o-daiko
(shown being
and $14. 75. A $3 discount is offered
played
by
Kodo
member
at right), a
to groups of 15 or more persons. For
900
pound,
four-foot-wide
drum
more information, call the Nutter
carved from the trunk of the African
Center Box Office at 873-4789.
The WSU Artist Series wel- bubinga tree. The o-daiko is
comes Kodo, the Japanese percus- mounted horizontally and played by
sion troupe, to Memorial Hall Thurs- two members of the troupe.
Tickets are $5 with a WSU studay, Feb. 18. The group chose this
title for the word's two meanings. dent ID. For more information, conKodo means both "Children of the tact the University Center Box OfDrum" and "Heartbeat." The per- fice at 873-2900.

by the main campus, beginning at
9:30 p.m. The next "happy hour" is
Feb. 25. For more infonnation on
MBA Association, contact Amy
Wagner or Dee Kearns at873-2437.

Mountaineering
The Mountaineering Club meets
every other Tuesday evening. It
meets at 7:30 p.m. in 103 Oelman.
Feb. 23, Dr. Horton Dobbs of
Wittenberg University's biology

dept. will present Beneath our Feet:
Beauty and Concern" on aspects of

caving. March 9, Dr. Jill Yager of
Antioch College's biology department will talk about cave diving.
The Mountaineering Club is also
planning two trips for March. For
more information, contact Dan Kien
at 873-2162, or leave a message in
his Allyn Hall mailbox: M461.

Campus Crusade
Campus Crusade for Christ is an

Metallics from a different

point of view

small diamond "pit" inside of the

I descended into the pit at 8: 15. The

larger diamond shapedstage. Those
in the pit are treated to an angle and
Leather, lace, hair, steel, smoke, view of the show that makes one
fire and the heavy metal power that feel what it is like to be on-stage.
is Metallica. These were the ingre- The sound was deafening, the light
dients, along with 11,646 scream- searing and the explosions of pyroing fans, who packed the sold-out technics reminiscent of war.
Seven cameras captured the
Ervin J. Nutter Center Tuesday
furious assault and six giant televiFebruary 2.
Forty fortunate souls experi- sion screens provided the audience
enced the show from what is known with every conceivable view but
• 1 the SnakepiL Metallica wanted one the view from the pit.
WAZU (102.9 FM) provided
change from the regular arena
me
with a Snakepit pass via a phone
rock stage setup. For this tour,
call
prior to the show. After clearwhich began in October of 1991,
ing
five
sumo-sized security guards,
the stage designers incorporated a

show was scheduled to begin at 8
p.m. but the atrocious parking procedures and the metal-detecting
security outside the Nutter Center
delayed the start of the show.
Once inside the pit, I found

By L. RANDOLPH TOMPKINS
Special Writer

organization found on college campuses throughout the United States
and all over the world. It favors no

specific denominations, and invites

guitarist Kirk Hammett, who appeared on the television screens

all students to participate in its functions. The focus of Campus Crusade

asking the crowd, "How the f-- are
you Dayton?!!!" We roared. A live

for Christ is informing students of
how they can experience and mature
in a personal relationship with God.
Some of the activities sponsored
at WSU are weekly meetings such as
Bible studies and teaching and training. There is also Noon Prayer on
Monday, Wednesday and Friday,

witnessed stage technicians and rig- minutes!", yelled drummer Lars
gers scurrying like ants underneath Ulrich.

socials, retreats, national conferences

myself in a foreign world of twisted
steel, electrical cables, runways and
other serpents of the underworld. I
the steel grating we stood upon as
they prepared for the band's arrival.
With the houselights still on,
the crowd erupted into a frenzy for

feedbackstage to Metallica's dressing room brought hype to the anxious masses, along with a short
video/documentary encompassing
Metallica's 12 year past. "Hang on
Dayton ... we'll see ya in about fiveLighting people climbed into
position; guitar, drum, and bass

see Metalllca"

continued on page 9

and summer mission opportunities.

For more infonnation on Cam-

pus Crusade for Christ, contact
Darren McGarvey at 879-6407, or
leave a message in his Allyn Hall

mailbox: Q94.
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WSU students work to develop business +
On-campus center uses student talent to

small business owners in need.
"That's a unique service we have to be
able to offer our professional staff at no
charge to clients," Sonneman said. "Everything we do is free except
network and direct clifor certain programs and
By MARTHA HOWARD
ents to who can serve
seminars."
Acting Asst. Spotlight Editor
them best."
The center also uses EnThe center offers
glish students, Sonneman
"We provide ongoing consulting for prosaid. Students taking techspective business owners and existing busi- small business ownnesses," said Chris Sonneman of the WSU ers a number of useful get a great opportunity for nical writing and business
writing courses work with
Center for Small Business Assistance. "We services, including as- real life experience."
the center's patrons.
are a satellite office of the Small Business sistance with business
Instructors assign teams
Development Center at the Dayton Cham- law and international
trade, monthly inforof students to actually write
ber of Commerce."
The center is also affiliated with the mation sessions and volunteer counseling. business plans for the clients, according to
"We have around 25 people from our Sonneman. "They help in market research,
Miami Valley/Upper Valley Small Business
Development Pannership. This association professional staff in the business department competitive analysis, set time lines," he said.
"They work with the prospective busiis made up of area organizations similar to that do one-on-one counseling with our clients,"
said
Sonneman,
a
graduate
assistant
ness
owner ... and write a real professional
WSU's center. "Each one of those (centers)
business
plan and do a really good job,"
and
counselor
at
the
center.
tries to offer unique services so we don't
Sonneman
said. "That's, I think, an extraorFaculty from the College of Business
overlap services between communities,"
Sonneman said. "We share clients. We try to and Administration extend their services to dinary service we have the fact that they

help Dayton Chamber of Commerce

c clLom the academic

II' side, the students

Chris Sonneman

get a nice, professional business plan at no
charge with very limited work to the business owner."
"From the academic side, the students
get a great opportunity for real-life experience," Sonneman added. "They work on
developing businesses. Basically, they
spend a quarter making a business, working
on a plan, setting goals and doing research
to see how that business would do."
There is no fixed definition of a small
business, according to Sonneman. "I would
say most of the businesses we work with are
from one to 10 employees relatively
small. Sales could be from $5000 to
$100,000 or maybe even $1 million," he
said.
"The scope is pretty wide. If our services can help that business then we'll help
them," Sonne man said. "They need to take
advantage of the resources that are available to them. Don't be afraid to ask for
help."

Environment studies include WSU sophomore
By KIMBERLY BIRD

Staff Writer

Wright State University sophomore Susan Weisman will discuss
''Environment and the Free Market" at the Indianapolis Colloquium
ofthe Intercollegiate Studies Insti-

tute (ISI).
'The purpose of the three day
gathering is to bring together 17 of
our brightest undergraduates for
three days of intensive discussion
and reflection on a topic relating to
individual liberty and the preservation of a free society," said
Stanley Ridgley, conference director.

A quiet and reserved student,
Weisman sees her attendance at

the colloquium as a big step in her
academic endeavors.
"I've never done anything like
this before," said Weisman. "I'm
shy and this will force me to do
something I wouldn't ordinarily
do. It's a challenge."
Weisman received approximately 150 pages of specific reading material from ISi with which to
familiarize herself.
Weisman spent more than two
weeks reviewing the information
and feels she is ready for active
discussion. "I'm looking forward
to hearing what the other participants have gathered about the
topic," she said.
A great deal of the information
covers the history of human ex-

"It is required that I attend all
sessions and actively discuss the

topics," said Weisman. "I received
a packet of articles on free market

and the environment to read and legal studies at Clemson Univerthe book called Free Market and sity, and William Dennis of the
Environmentalism by Terry Ander- Liberty Fund will guide the participloitation of the earth, Weisman
said.
"The exploitation of the environment by mankind will be a hot
topic, but I'm looking forward to
discussing other points of view as
well," said Weisman.
Weisman's first discussion at
the winter colloquium is on Friday
evening at the University Place,
located on the campus of Indiana
University/Purdue University at
Indianapolis.

-----------------------Submarine /louse.
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son and Donald Leal."
Careful attention to the readings will prepare the participants to
contribute to the colloquium,
well as to make the experience
more enriching, according to

pantsindiscussionsthroughoutthe

five meeting sessions during the
weekend. The discussion leaders
top-notch scholars, Ridgley
said.
"This is a rare opportunity to

as are

Ridgley.

Weisman was nominated by
Classics Department Chair Jan
Gabbert in December. After submitting a research paper on PreWar Religious Ritual, Weisman
was notified of her acceptance as a

explore an important topic with

your intellectual peers, free of the

constraints of today's college classroom," said Ridgley. "Past partici-

pants have called the colloquia the
most intellectually enriching experience of their college careers."

Anyone interested in running for a
chair on Student Government for
their college or President/Vice
President of Student Government.
Pick up petitions on Feb. 10 at the
S.O.L.D. office.

Price And Receive
A Second 1/2 Sub
anamas
cruise

participant
Dr. Randy Simmons of Utah
State University, Dr. Roger
Meiners from the department of

_

College of Business
College of Education
College of Liberal Arts
College of Science and Math
College of Engineering and Computer Science
School of Nursing
School of Medicine
School of Prof'fessional Psychology
School of Graduate Studies
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The crowd was a sea of flailing
e
a
I
Ca
limbs
and banging heads all in uni~ t 11
son. In
pit we were an arm's
the

continued from page7

reach from bassist Jason Newsted,

technicians made final checks of
the equipment. From my position
in the back of the pit I saw the band
enter below us. The lights went
out, the crowd responded and a
rumble was eminent.
Along the right leading edge of
the diamond-shaped stage a square
hole opened. This was a separate
pit where I could see Lars crawling
into his drum kit.
Everything was ready, a low
drone filled our ears, the crowd

Hammett, and powerful lead singer
James Hetfield.

Unrelentingly, they hammered out
"Creeping Death," "Fade to Black,"
"Harvester of Sorrow" and "(Welcome Home) Sanitarium" as sweat
poured from their bodies.

front of the stage.

and the sound driving you wild.

the building rhythm and suddenly
up through the floor they appeared.
BANG! Raw metal unleashed
as they attacked the stage with fervor.
Four massive light bridges that

had enveloped us moments before

9

thrashing and pounding, giving energy and receiving it back from the
crazed crowd. With one final push,
the lights dimmed and flashpots
fired. In the pit the heat was liter-

Newsted took center stage for an ally scorching, and concussions sig-

began to move up and out. Drum-

METALLIC A!" The opening bars
of "Enter Sandman" signaled us to

The Guardian

They wereallaroundus, Ididn't all-out assault on his bass solo, in- naled that Metallica's song "One,"
know who to watch. It was a scene eluding his version of the National a tale of a limbless blind soldier
so foreign, only afforded by televi- Anthem.Metallicadownshiftedinto who wishes to die, was forthcom-

sion cameras in the past. Individu- the smash hits "Nothing Else Matally they would come at us, look- ters" and the orchestrated "The
ing into the pit
Un forgiven,"
and our eyes
proving their diwith stares,
versity
and
rom the pit I
smiles, and
Hetfield's vocal
gestures of aprange. .
could easily
proval.
A sip of beet,
Arching see how Hitler
and a wipe of
above us was a
their sweating
four-way cat- must have seen the brows and the
walk which al- Nazi throngs in
four took us on a
lowed the band
crunching, boneto traverse to
jarring journey
opposite sides
with "Master of
of the stage. I was in awe of this Puppets" and a 15 minute version
furiously intense spectacle before of Seek and Destroy." Hetfield
me. Just being in the front row will yelled, "Searchin !"; 11,000 strong
never compare to actually being answered, "SEEK AND DE-

chanted, "Metallica! Metallica!

February 10, 1993

F.

1939.

ing.
Center stage, a barrage of fireworks erupted and the slow melodic lead soon led to the song's
speed crunch sound. Strobe lights
pulsed in rhythmic hannony as
Metallica wailed a thunderous,
body-pounding blast of pure rock
and roll.
In the end, the band thanked the
audience and played a final set of
encores featuring the Anti-Nowhere League's "So What Three
hours and six minutes left me
drained, deaf and wet with sweat.
Hetfield slapped hands with us in

Crossroads Cafeteria next

Wednesday at 8 p.m.

"I really believe that I can

one day be recognized as
one of the best entertainers
In the world," Walter says.

the pit, his mane soaked and his "I realize It's going to take
face showing the little energy left hard work and unshakable
in him. Metallica gave us all they

mer Ulrich rose from his own pit center stage with thecrowd in front STROY !" From the pit I could had and more»their music, their
out of the floor and his drum kit of you, the lights blinding your easily see how Hitler must have energy, their sweat. I've got unique
rolled forward 30 feet towards the vision, the band on all sides of you seen the Nazi throngs in 1939.
memories of it all- a view from
Nonstop Metallica continued

The University Center Board
presents Pop and R&B
singer Ricky Watter In the

the pit

perseverance, but I'm ready
for It."
Admission to the concert Is
free to students with a WSU
ID card, and $2 for others.

GETABREAK

SO YOU LIKE SOMEONE WHO MAKES THINGS EASIER FOR YOU?
Then you will like the WSU Pharmacy.

can

• We are open Monday through Friday from 9:00 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. so you
drop by on your lunch break or on your way home. We also have voice mall
to leave refill orders.

• We carry many high quality generic substitutes (I.e., Lederle, Parke-Davis, Abbott,
and Wyeth) that we use In filling over 40 percent of the prescriptions we dispense,

which gives you a choice. These generics save you up to half the cost of the name
brand medication.

• we carry many over-the-counter products along with their generic equivalents.
• If you have hard-do-find products, it Is possible for us to order them for you
speclallv usually with next day pick-up and without any added cost.
• we give Information concerning any medication and Its price either over the
phone or In person..
>
• The 10 percent discount that you receive can be extended to your family.
• our QSl computer system Is in over(4,000 independent and(chaln stores across the
USA keeps a permanent electric patient record, provides printed adverse reaction
Information, checks all new prescriptions against others on your patient record for
potential drug Interactions and checks all new orders against the patient history for
potential allergic Interactions and lists your medical conditions.

r-------------------,1

1
You will receive a box of 24
: Tylenol cold relievers good with :
refill or new prescr,pfion.
1
1

II We
are open 9:00
to 5:30 pm M-F
-----

ONE COUPON PER VISIT

I

COUPON EXPIRES 4/15/93 [

,

.J

r-. --------- ·-------,
1
1

You will receive 100 tablets of 1
IBUPROFEN (200mg). Good with I
refill or new prescription.
}

I_

1

I We are open 9:00

ONE COUPON PER VISIT

I____________________
to 5:30 pm M-F
COUPON EXPIRES 4/15/93 .JI

I-------------------,

1

• we are part of the WSU voice mail system so refill orders can be phoned In anytime
we are not In the pharmacy.

I

• we participate In a number of third party plans. We bill the following companies
via a modem as you wait: Western Ohio, PCS, PAID, Medimet, HMP, Ohio Blue
Cross, Value Rx. N.P.A., P.E.R.S., S.E.R.S., The Dayton Area Health Plan, Aetna, Community
Mutual, APS, DayMed and PHP.

I Good with refill or new prescription. :
I
I We are open 9:00
ONE COUPON PER VISIT I
I____________________
to 5:30 pm M-F
COUPON EXPIRES 4/ 15/93 JI

You will receive 100

I acetaminophen 500 mg caplets. '

• we further do manual submissions for Cataplller, Ohio Medicaid, Greene and Clark

Counties General Relief and The Bureau of Workmans' Compensation.

• we generate receipts that you can use with Insurance companies where the patients
file the claim (I.e., WSU student Insurance, Provident, and non-Ohio Based Blue

cross Pars)

L et us star!
st: ·t maling
ikiv things
thi
easy r>for you:n

Just call 873-3414 or drop by the WSU Pharmacy
in the Frederick A. White Health Center.

I
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this movie was fully explained to
me. However, Orson Welles' visually stunning direction makes this
film more than worth a look. (Eric

MOVIES
National Lampoon's

Weapon I

Loaded

Aauruauruaaauraugh! ! ! Seeing
this movie compared to the Zucker/
Abrahams/Zucker films is infuriating to me, for my heroes would
never make a movie this unfunny.
(Scott Copeland)

Sniper

Macho crap. Actually, boring
slow-paced morally questionable
macho crap. As a bonus, Tom
Berenger has apparently been going to the Van Damme school of
acting. (Scott Copeland)

Sommersby

****

A romance that is actually more
concerned about emotions than
bodily functions. While there are
some plot holes, the romantic nature of the script and the sheer star
power of Richard Gere and Jodie

WE CURE
BALDNESS!

role. (Eric Robinette) Playing this

out. (Scott Copeland) Live at the

week on video in the Rat.

Nuner Center Tuesday at7:30[®

MUSIC

Robinette) Playing Thursday at 10

Joan Baez
Play Me Backwards

****
In today's increasingly shallow

p.m. and Friday at 8 p.m. in 116
Foster are more than enough to Health Sciences.
energize this very entertaining
movie. (Scott Copeland)

The Vanishing

*

Spotlight

**

A simplistic illogical remake
of the overrated 1988 foreign
thriller. Both movies are a case of
"shoulda been better." The new
film is also guilty of too much
simplifying, because us dumb
Americans ain't be able to like
none of them sinart films. (Scott
Copeland)

****
Watching this movie about a
The Trial

man accused of a crime that is
never explained to him, I felt
slightly like that man: I never felt

*****
The independent film to top all

Rome: Open City

independent films. A WWII film
shot under the noses of a disapproving government. This film virtually defines the neorealistic film

movement. (Scott Copeland) Playing Sunday at 7 p.m. in 116 Health
Sciences.

and materialistic climate, it seems
only fitting that Joan Baez should
return to form with her best album
in over 20 years. Part of the key is
the expert choice of writers. John
Hiatt, Janis Ian, and Mary Chapin
Carpenter, as well as Baez herself,
offer deeply resonant material that
rings true now more than ever.
(Andrew Rogers)

***
This movie seems so light and

MyGirl

happy on the surface it's a bit unsettling to find that it's about dealing with death. Despite its uneven
tone the film works, thanks to the
thoughtful performances, especially AnnaChlumsky's in the title

*

A blast of art rock from the
'70s. I should have stayed there.
The music never succeeds in being
anything except pretentious, and
the live recording only brings that

e

a!!!!!!!i : ~ • •

STUDENTS
Earn extra cash
by donating
your urgently needed plasma at

"People Helping People"

9

Mon.-Thurs. 6:30 a.m. - 8:30 p.m.
Fri. 6:30 a.m. -6.00 p.m.,
Sat. & Sun. 8.00 a.m. -3.00 p.m.
CALL FOR INFO: 224-1973

Pyt

a Free Domino's Pizza.

Custom Fittings By
.

loses the confrontive feel of rap
while maintaining its energy. The
lyrics address a lot of different topics while the music is simply invigorating. (Scott Copeland)

BREAK CASH

Tires

WE will mount your tires

****

SPRING

Used

In 30 minutes or less or you get

Stereo MC's

~ plasma alliance

Prices on

Lo
K
·.1

****

Maintaining an edge that most
rock dinosaurs lost a long time ago,
Jagger puts the Geritol aside to
make his best and most eclectic
solo album yet, mixing in reggae,
blues, art-rock, funk, country, and
even Celtic folk (Jagger?!), all the
while rocking furiously. Not bad
for an old codger. (Andrew Rogers)

Connected
Emerson Lake & Palmer
The Stereo MC's have someLive at the Royal Albert Hall how found and defined an area
between rap and dance music. It

PIZZA SO
GOOD IT'S
ILLEGAL IN
SOME
STATES
BE THANKFU L YOU LIVE IN OHIO

Low
Warehouse

Mick Jagger
Wandering Spirit

7

!
t 165E.Helena St.
..j
Site Dayton. Ohier
o

5g2&

RTA Bus 22

at9'
6! as

RT 4

IO Required.
Proof of Age

k. a6 W. !
I

•

U0

}

NI]TED

Sunday - Thursday
4 pm - midnight

4742 Wadsworth Rd.. Dayton (1-75 &. Needmore)
Mon.--Fri. 9-6:30, Sat. 9-3

We Give Total & Complete
a::=11 Prices By Phone
....
276-2115

ATTENTION
STUDENTS!
SHOW
STUDENT
I.D. FOR
DISCOUNT
WRIGHT STATE SUPPORTER

l ,.·. /~,,
Large14
1 lterr Pizza

'tiiliver
ed"

Hey Raiders,
this offer is just
for you. For
Wright State
and
surrounding
apartments
only.
Extra items
$.95 each
Not Valid with
any other offers

You

can ear up to $150/month or more!

We are abla to accomodate your organizations needs to eam thousands/month!
NEW DONORS:

5 times within 21 days =
$20, $20, $15, $15, $25

REGULAR DONORS:

110-149 lbs. = $15
150-174 lbs. = $16

175 lbos. or more = $17

Example: Up to $150 per student

x2! Students
$3151

•
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±ldetes Musketeers, Bearcats and Raiders, oh my!
By JEREMY DYER
Assistant Sports Editor

Men's Basketball

e

Bill Edwards

Women's Basketball
Connie Alig

Men's Swimming/
Diving

keteers 128-73 and 121-81, respectively.

Jim Josberger

Women's
Swimming/Diving
Jodi Train

Men's Basketball
WSU def. Youngstown SL. 95-87
Cleveland St. def. WSU 91-85 OT

Women's Basketball
WSU def. Indian a S. 70-59
WSU def. Easter Illinois 75-58

Men's Swimming/Diving

•

Wright State's swimming and
diving teams saved the best for last,
coming up with a pair of victories in
its last two home meets of the season.
On Feb. 5, WSU's men and
women disanned the Xavier Mus-

:
•
:
•
:
•
:
•

!
1 •

:
•
•
:
•
•

WSU def. Xavier 128-73
WSU def. Cincinnati 142-89

Women's Swimming/
Diving

In the victory, freshman Tim
O'Neill broke the pool record for the
100-yard butterfly with a time of
51.32. Junior Jodi Train broke her
own record of 358.45 for 10 onemeter dives with a score of 398.55.
"When she scored 358 out of 10
dives, she may have had one bad
dive," Liddy said "When you score
398 out of ten dives -you don't have
a bad dive."
When the University of Cincinnati roared into town Feb. 6, Liddy
expected tough competition.
"We had never beat UC on the
guy's side and it had been three
years ago since we beat the girls, " he
said. "Right before the meet started,
I said 'Let's not only beat them, let's
really beat them.' They definitely
just did that"
The Raiders sent the Bearcats
away whimpering. The men won
142-89 while the women tamed their

counterparts 144-88.

WSU def. Xavier 121-81
WSU def. Cincinnati 144-88

wSU's Lee Litherland helped the Raiders spring to wins Feb. 5-6.
Liddy said the meet meant more against Cincinnati were not its best,
but Liddy explained this is often the
case at the end of the season.
umn.
"They [Cincinnati] swim the
"Coming to theend of your trainlikes of South Carolina, Ohio State ing you're tapering off and a little
and Tennessee," Liddy said. "What sore and your times aren't going to
I found interesting was our score be that great," he said. "I think good
was the largest margin of victory of teams win the ugly meets."
all those three schools. It was the
Regardless of how ugly the meet
worst they've been beat all year." may have been, two more Raider
On the whole, WSU's times pool records were set.
than another notch in the win col-

Last year WSU went into the
Mid-Con and North Star Conference swimming championships as
the new kids on the block. This year,
however, the other conference
schools know where the Raiders

Feb. 13
Men's Basketball vs. IllinoisChicago
Women's Basketball vs. IllinoisChicago

live and are banging on WSU' s door.

Men's Wh'chair Basketball vs.

After winning both conference
championships in the first year of
league action, WSU swimming
coach Matt Liddy is poised to have
his teams repeat
The two conferences merged at
the end of last season and the MidCon championships are being held
Feb. 24-27 at Cleveland State.
"Last year we went into the conference as a new team and they
didn't know a thingaboutus,"Liddy
said. "Last year, we walked in there

Cincinnati

Feb. 15
Men's Basketball vs. Valparaiso

Feb. 18
Men's Basketball vs. WisconsinGreen Bay
Women's Basketball vs. Cleveland St.

••
'omen's Basketball vs. Youngitoby

Feb.20

it

stown St.
wsU swimming coach Matt Liddy celebrated two wins
Men's Basketball vs. Norther! a eb. 5-6, and hopes to do as well Feb. 24-27 at the Mid-

Illinois

Mike Litherland, Todd Radel,
Jim Josberger and Tim ffNeill won
the 400-meter medley relay with a
time of 3:29 .42. Josberger' s lead in
the relay set a record for the 100meter backstroke.
WSU finishes its regular season
at 10-2 for the men, 8-4 for the
women. The Raiders next compete
at the Mid-Continent championships Feb. 24-27 at Cleveland State.

Wright State not ready to be
evicted from Mid-Con's top spot

Sports

ill

photo by Scott Cozzolino

5 Con championships.

•

... won both meets and walked back
out Now, obviously, they know who
we are."
Well, they might not know all

the Raiders.
''We have a tremendous group
of freshmen guys," Liddy said. 'The
only difference from the girls team.
is one freshman."
Liddy noted performances by
Tim O'Neill, Darren Heidenreich,

Jim Dixon and Rhonda Goodpaster.
If Liddy and his staff have any

fears of the freshmen succumbing to
the pressure, all he has to do is look
to his upperclassmen for guidance.
Those leaders include senior captain Mike Litherland, junior Jim

Josberger, senior Janelle Hite and
junior Amanda Dieter.

I think that's something as conference champions, if you want to
repeat, you deal with it," he said.
"You deal with the pressure and you
move on. We want to turn the pressure into a challenge."
And turn the challenge into
league championships - again .
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Determined Raiders strengthen schedule, bolster roster
By GREG BILLING

Sports Editor

-

After being left out of the
NCAA baseball tournament last
season despite winning the conference championship, Wright State

is determined not to let it happen

again.
The Raiders who finished
40-16 overall and 17-3 in MidContinent Conference games
were snubbed from the tourney
partly due to the lack of the school's
schedule strength.
But this year's schedule fea-

tures several NCAA qualifiers, and
Wright State coach Ron Nischwitz
is confident his team can play with
wSU's Jon Sbrocco
them all.
(right) and Brian
Included on this year's schedAnderson
(above)
ule are Western Carolina, Ohio
figure
to
play
key roles
State and Kent State. All three
In the baseball team's
teams finished second in its rerun for a Mid-Con
gional during the tournament Also
championship repeat. ·
on the schedule is nationally-ranked
Arizona.
Nischwitz said. ''There will be a lot
"Before the end of March, we of major league scouts at the games
areplayingabouteightor 10 games looking at him."
against teams that did very well in
Anderson went 11-3 for the
their regionals," Nischwitz said. Raiders with one save, striking out
"If we play well against them, it 110 hitters in 99. 7 innings. The
should leave a good mark when lefthander also recorded a 2.35
playoff time comes around. Our earned run average and was named
schedule is more difficult than last the Mid-Con's pitcher and player
year, which could infringe on our of the year.
record a little bit We are looking to
When Anderson is not on the
win 45 to 50 games."
mound, the Raiders will look to
Wright State's strength should Jayson Smith and Darrell Back.
come from the pitching staff. The
Smith a senior righthander
returning pitchers won 3 7 of the 40 went7-4 with two saves and had
games last season and recorded an ERA of 3.68, while Back a
seven of the eight saves.
sophomore righthander-- went 8"I don't anticipate any fresh- 2 with two saves and a 4.00 ERA.
men pitchers to play much this
Rounding out the pitching staff
year. We have three veteran pitch- should be Tony Ramsdell, Marc
ers," Nischwitz said
Galen, Chris Murphy, Mike
Those three pitchers include Smitley, Eric Sedwick and Casey
junior pitcher Brian Anderson, who Matteson.
was a member of the United States
Catching the pitching staff are
Olympic travel squad.
Andy Banks and Kenyon-transfer
"I think Brian Anderson will Rod Miller, who will platoon behave a lot of pressure on him," hind the plate.

pees

working hard
and are in pretty good
shape. I think they
have a desire to make
something happen."

- Ron Nischwitz
"We are hoping that our catching will improve," Nischwitz said.
"If we had a weakness, it might be
there and maybe in some depth at
some positions. Banks will probably be our first-line catcher, but
they are pretty close. They will
split a lot of games."
Backing up the pitching staff
will be a veteran infield, with senior Jon Sbrocco leading the way
at second base.
Sbrocco led the team with a
.409 batting average and 16 doubles

last season, while starting all 53
games. He also led the team with
54 runs and 74 hits. Sbrocco also
knocked in 29 runs.
Transfer student Neil Szeryk
takes over at first base after playing
at Oklahoma State. Szeryk played
sparingly during his sophomore and
junior years due to illness, and re-

tains two years of college eligibil-

ity.

Shortstop Bill Osmanski returns
for WSU after hitting .301 with 23
RB I and Kris Jarosz gets the start at
third after starting just eight games
last season.
In the outfield, Aaron Hampton
(248, 23 RBI) and Spence Gunnel
(.255, 11 RBl)platoon in left. Doug
Lowe (.259) returns to center and
Brian Buck (.295, 30 RBI, 6 home
runs) roams right field.
The veteran experience mixed
with the youthful talent has Nischwitz smiling and thinking of

and why we are going to be better
are guys like Doug Lowe, who was
a freshman. He's got a whole year
under his belt. Aaron Hampton,
who was a sophomore last year,
has a year under his belt and played
in Japan last summer. Kris Jarosz,
who is a freshman, has come a long
way," Nischwitz said. "We have a
freshman by the name of Tom
Beam, who showed some power
during the fall. I think junior Brian
Warden is probably going to hit
better for us this year. Phil Long is
a freshman who did well in the

fall."

The Raiders open the season

Feb. 20 at Western Carolina, be-

ginning Wright States campaign
towards the NCAA.
"The guys are working hard
and are in pretty good shape. I
think they have a desire to make

something happen," Nischwitz

said. "We have a lot of early-seaa trip to the NCAA.
son games and we need to stay out
"The other thing about our team of injuries."
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Balloon Bouquets
Chocolate Roses
Hot Air Balloons Gift-In Balloon
Stuffed Animals
Love Baskets
Decorations
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'Delivered With Dash'

Balloons Unlimited & Party Center ©

1277 N.Fairfield Rd. 426-3233
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LOST AND FOUND SALE
TARDIS HOPPER'S WRIGHT STATE "DR. WHO" CLUB WILL CONDUCT A SALE OF
LOST AND FOUND ARTICLES IN THE CORRIDOR BY ALLYN LOUNGE,
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 17, 1993, BETWEEN THE HOURS OF 12:30 AND 4 PM•
ALL ITEMS HAVE BEEN HELD FOR 90 DA VS AND WILL BE PRICED FOR DIRECT
SALE. ALL PROCEEDS FROM THE SALE WILL BENEFIT THE "DR. WHO" CLUB.
ALL ARTICLES 90 DAYS OLD WILL BE DONATED OR DISPOSED OF ON
FEBRUARY 17, 1993.
IF YOU HAVE LOST AN ITEM, PLEASE CHECK WITH THE OFFICE OF PARKING
SERVICES, 017 DUNBAR LIBRARY BY FEBRUARY 12, 1993.
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Vikings scuttle

aiders in Mid-Con
Cleveland State's strangle hold

The 6-8 forward led all scorers

on the Mid-Continent Conference
strengthened as the Vikings slapped
a half-nelson on Wright State in a

with 36 points, setting a Convoca-

men's basketball conference game
Feb.8.
The Raiders fell to 13- 7 overall
and 6-4 in the conference with the
91-85 overtime loss at Cleveland

State's Convocation Center, giv-

ing the Vikings a perfect Mid-Con
mark of9-0. The Vikings are 14-4
overall and defeated Wright State
for the fifth consecutive meeting.
"It was a balanced game. We
had the lead in overtime and let it

slip away," Wright State coach

Ralph Underhill said. "Anytime

you lost in overtime, its not fun."

Despite the loss, Wright State
senior Bill Edwards had a little fun
at Cleveland
■

corrals
stampede

tion Center scoring record.
With the season series with
ClevelandStateover, WrightState
looks for help from other Mid-Con
teams to knock off the Vikingssomething Underhill thinks is pos-

By ROBB ERVIN

Associate Writer
Two more games, two more
wins for the Raiders, who stampeded the Mustangs in a two-game
setFeb. 7.

sible with the balanced league.

"From team one through team
eight in the league, on any given

night you can get your can beat,"
he said.

If the two teams hook up again

this season, it will be in the MidCon tournament at Wright State on
March 7-9.
Fornow, Underhill must get his
team back in the win column.
"We are hoping we can make a
sweep at home," Underhill said.

"That's what we are looking for."

Underhill also said the chances

of senior forward Sean Hammonds
returning are slim. Hammonds dislocated his knee Dec. 8 against
Morehead State and his rehabilitalion is moving slowly.
"I can speculate if he'll be back,
it'll be unusual," Underhill said.
"If he came back now, I'm not sure

he could guard me."

This Sword Says
We're Your
American

HIV
Screening

Cancer
Society

For Students

¢6 .

In Student Health Services

Even though there are many
cancer organizations, there is only
one American Cancer Society. Follow
the sword in the battle against
cancer. For more information call

1-800-AC$-2345.
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Resumes

Feb. 1612-3:45 pm &
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...only $15.00

Feb. 18 9-1 pm
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Laser Printed
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Appointments
Are Necessary
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BIii Edwards

The Raiders return home Feb.
13 for a rematch with Illinois-Chicago, the first of a four-game set at
the Nutter Center.
Wright State also hosts Valparaiso on Feb. 15, WisconsinGreen Bay on Feb. 18 and Northern Illinois on Feb. 20. Two more
road games await the Raiders before the Mid-Con tourney.

,

@

Wright State's men's wheel-

Sean Hammonds

■

Anonymous

••• all by Phone and Mail

Ph/FAX (513) 439-5171
DO YOU RECEIVE

SSDI OR
SSI?

873-2552
Sponsored by Student Health &
9
Greene County Health Department

WE CAN SHOW YOU
NEW WAYS TO USE
YOUR BENEFITS TO GET
VANS, COMPUTERS,
EDUCATION AND MORE.

CALL

•
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800-485-5040

chair basketball team moved its
record to 18-12 by defeating the
Louisville Derby City Mustangs.
In the first game, the Raiders
shot a morbid 25 percent from the
field, but outlasted the Mustangs to
claim a 37-32 victory.
The Raiders opened the game
with a convincing 8-0 run but the
Mustangs charged back to within
two with 11 :21 left in the first half.

After an 6-0 WSU run, Louis-

ville cut the lead down to two points
again, but John Gould scored the
next five points, giving
them a 23-18 halftime lead.
In the second half, the team s
traded baskets until the Raiders
opened up a six-point advantage, a
gap Louisville couldn't close.
Gould leadWSU with 19points.
The second game wasn't as
close as the Raiders overpowered
the Mustangs to sweep the series,
using an effective press and shooting 41 percent in the 51-37 win.
Behind nine first-half points by
Todd Cox, the Raiders stood atop a
29-13 halftime lead.
Cox continued his scoring
surge, scoring WSU's first eight
points of the second half on his
way to team-high 21 points.
The Raiders shot a two-game
total of 31 percent from the field,
but they were able to set the pace.
''The defense created some turnovers for us," WSU coach Andy
Krieger said. "We were able to
create the tempo that we liked and
get some steals and get a lot of
opportunities because ofour press."
Playing the doubleheader didn't
seem to bother Krieger and the

Raiders

Raiders.

"That first game I was just feeling it out to see if we had enough
speed to match up with them,"
Krieger said. "The second game
we basically picked them up all

over the floor. Hopefully this will

give the team a little more confidence and motivation to come back
next week and go hard at the tougher
teams."
The Raiders continue the
homestand with another doubleheader against the Cincinnati
Slammers on Feb. 13 at noon and
1:30 in the McLin Gym .
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37 Legal prop,

ACIIOU

enyclelma

1 Packful
5 Betting -

38 Facts or

I SmaUplece

3'1tem81n
a yard

fig urea

chances

of ground
13 Aura
14 Italy's

40 Oil land
41 Measuring
device
42 Romeo
44 Take out

shape

16 Statement
of beliaf
11 Verdlopera
17 otddty ln

MlaMlnor

18 Thesaurus

of pawn
45ConMllt

48 Taunt

50 Vagetebla

a E"or

author
11 Banana

and Patton

plant

stPNMftl

21 Figure
oflpNCII
22 Sagacloul
23S...aw
24 Splkeof

57 Pea cont a iners

flowera

compoel-

tlonl

84 Ragout
DOWN
1 Fellow

2 Track
NCtlon
3 Allnof

"MASH"

4 Sound

of pain
5 Get
6 Day of
fllmt

21 Hart1ord'1
elate: abbr.
31 Father

33 Detest

:::,
srct.,
yeast
D.
4 z: I..
.a
0
island
37 -up
(animate)
41 Dletrtbute

a

Amertca n

45 Playing

happy
8 Ho¥91

Quibble
47 Greek

I Paraded

49 Piece

andup

of pie

II Roman

11 AnAatalre

52 LA tum

36 Gay song

~

53 Help
12 Carrier
54 ==majesty
15 Old-time
news bearer 55 Cabbage

dish
20 Oneota
57 ltraall
pair
adversary
21 Packs away
24 Youngcow

25 I cannot
tell- "

C1193 T....,,_ Media Semcet, Inc.
1

0

I

o

marble

10 Ontheup

eo
arbox
28 Contempt
t1 Butta
30 For91gn
31 Demonatrale 12 Qr■lchool:
32 Melville's
abbr.
captain

N
N

34 To-

7 Make a
person

-

MflGICWORD

G)

26 Aooflno
27 Timpano

.. Slaying
victim

r::

clustered

63 Pindar's

11

tn
tn
0
la
0

GAMES.

■- fie puule.
find these words in all dheoctione =- hertzortally, vertically, diagonally, backwards. Drew a alfdl IIOUlld Hell let·
_, of I word fOUM Ill 1M puule. 1lwl ldce I off tlle bl.
Clrcllng it will show a Ider Ila bNn -- 1N1t wtl IHw N
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,.. MA

AVSMOOTHJRUOTRT
GUREC
TC RO LS MOVEMENT A
NNEIEPEMAETNUTS
EANTSETI.CKETSAT
RDACAELACISYHPS
DRIALDRETTILGTN
LIBLADESOFTSAFW
IVSRGKSTRAVELIO
HEELBI XELFSHOWL
COSTUMESTFILASC

REANLOI UFI

ID.

THE ICE

®

RKCPESIOPOLISHE
ITNRASELCATCEPS
ANIIEEASETELHTA

8HOW (Sol.: '7 letters)

A-Action, Arena. Athletee; B-Bladea; C-Cut,
Children, Clowna, Coatum e, Crew; l).Dance,

Drive; E•Eaae, Event, Exciting; F-Fut. Figure,

Flu:ible, Free; G-Gala, Glide, Glitter; J-Jumps;
L-Leap, Lift.a; M-Mood, Movement; P-Pair,

Partner, Pattern, Phyaical, Poiae, Polish; RRace, Rink; 8-Beata, Sell, Seta, Show, Smooth,
Soft, Spectac le, Speed, Spin, Stunt, Swift; TTeam, Ticket., Time, Tour, Travel
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CON \:t . TION

"THE COMPACT DISC STORE"

BEST SELECTION!
• Over 10,000 CD's at each location

DISCOUNT PRICES!
• Most .priced from 9.99 to 12.99 every day

GREAT SERVICE!
• Listen before you buy at our CD Bar
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Hans, Helge and John invite you to visit any
of their three locations.
Lazarus Kettering Center

426-1401

293-7555

411 O Colonel Glenn Hwy
1 Mile West of

Corner of Dorothy Lane
&Woodman
in Kettering

Wight State University

w,..o_r_d_J_u_m_b_l_
e

Corners at the Mall

you

Unscramble these four words, one_pea,
letter to eac:11 !iquare, lo form
four ordiury words,

Q Q

e}]
'g©
1I1CJ a
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III IDT!>
I

-····=rl'
1--.. l~
WHAT SHE SAID> WHEN

CHUNAH

~

III Dl2a

[TA=]
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Word JumbleAnswers

O

Now arrange the Circled letters to

form the surprise answer, as sug-

gested by the above cartoon.

NAME. 1'Hf:

? siow, RoucEDo
• ! GLeASON "THAT

QUEQUE-GOUGE
HAUNCH- DETACH
What she said when she was
introduced to three handsome
men-

apz
\y
r
\y
y
r
y
y
m
y
~~~
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NA1lONAL.1V

suo1ey5

HE-MEN.

Printanswerhere:

NAME THE FIRST U.5. PRESIDENT TO
USE THE TELEPHONE HOT LINE: ~
WHAT IS THE NAME OF POPEYE'S SHIP7

'[ MADE
vs PR£Estey
HIS

WHO 5AID0 : "THE BALLOT 15

gF @iii», rs6)

ANSWERS :

I

433-3472 {f iiiisioy_
E DEBUT ON f
St At 725 Between
the Dayton Mall & i- 75
Near Toy's 'R' Us

forgotten who

..,.. Crossword Answers

g[; BY aAcwiE

Beavercreek

Pallpotter here, Jn case you've
dialed."
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CLASSIFIEDS

ID PERSONALS

EVENTS
The

rt of Leadership Seminar fast

approaches! Hurry, applications are due
Friday, Feb. 12th. Contact the SOLD Office
at 025 University Center or call 873-2711.
John Harris, a national speaker on AIDS,
will be giving a talk on "Intimacy in the Age

of AIDS • Out of the Darkness and Into

3A,,,®v sass

[
)GENERAL

Awesome Spring Breaks! Bahamas
Cruise includes 10 meals $279, Panama
City with kitchen $119, Key West $249,
Daytona (kitchens) $149, Cancun $459,

arr

Jamaica $479! 1-800-678-6386.

11!!1
[&ll SERVICES

1

[ @r@mer?
manuscripts,etc. Reasonable rates. uick
turnaround. Julie - 275-2904.

EORSA_,""rampolie_tor exercise
after

only $25.
I Karen at 294-2379
7:30 p.m. or on weekends.

Attention 1993 Brides We are now
booking 1993 Summer and Fall Weddings.

Florida SPRING BREAK 7 Nights
Beach front $139-159 quad. Deadline
soon. RESERVE rooms NOWII Call CMI
1-800-423-5264.
SOUTH PADRE ISLAND Party with the
Bestll Beach Front Hotels or Condos with
Party/Activity Package $26 Per Person/Per
Night - Taxes not Included 1-800-845-

Some Spring dates are still available. Gary

6766.

[Z

GREEKS & CLUBS $1,000 AN HOUR!

rose#

Jones Photography 299-8180.

I

WANTED

You don't have to
wait until you graduate
to earn good rnoney

Typing· $2.00 per double spaced page.
Letter quality printing plus spelling check
(your typing, my printing) - $1.00 per page.
Papers, resumes, microcassette
transcription. Aardvark Word Processing
Services. "We vark aard for you" Call
Eileen at 256-1830.

to recycle ... "
-Butchle

Butchie is not alone. All
across America people
and their pets are doing
their part to recycle. Join
the club ... recycle.

DTlst

Olsten can show you how to turn your
spare time into spare cash. We have a wide range
of temporary jobs that are ideal for students,

We'll help you find jobs that are right for
your skills and your schedul e.

SERVICES

The Working Solution.

Come to Olsten for top paying temporary
jobs. And make the most of your college years.

Call
Downtown

228-3954

or
Centerville

O I988 The Olsten Corporation EOF MF ·H

Typing done in my home. Dictation
equipment available. Rates vary on level
of difficulty of job. Exta printed copies

435-2800

available, $.50-$.75 a page. 275-1343

Each member of your frat, sorority, team,
club, etc. Pitches in just one hour and your
group can raise $1,000 in just a few days!
Plus a chance to earn $1,000 for yourself!!
No cost. No obligation. 1-800-932-0528

ext. 65

Accepting applications for office and factory

Call

work. Full and part-time available. Please
apply in person. Ali Industries, Inc. 611

Yellowsprings-Fairfield Rd.

Fairborn.

EXCELLENT EXTRA INCOME NOWI
Envelope Stuff • • $600 - $800 every week
Free Details: SASE to INternational Inc.,

1356 Coney Island Ave., Brooklyn, New
York 11230
Help Wanted to provide tutoring in C++
computer language. Must be familiar with
Borland Turbo C++ software. Good hourly
rate depending on experience. call 435-

-

Disability Services Tape
Center

o Re

9171,

\Wanted: students to help with an exciting
outdoor promotion. Work two days and
receive Reebok shoes and a Reebok Tshirt. Call Adrienne at (617) 262-3734 for
more information.

Read copies of The Guardian
onto audio tapes for the

873-3084

visually impaired.

THE ARMY NURSING
CHALLENGE.
You've worked hard
for your BSN. You'd like
to continue the challenge.
That's what Army Nursing
offers ... professional
challenges.
Plus new study opportunities, continuing
education, travel. And
you'll have the respect and
prestige accorded an officer in the United States Army.
If you're working on your BSN or already have a
BSN, talk to your Army Nurse Corps Recruiter.

Need a hand?
An IRS-trained volunteer can help you with
your taxes. FREE. Just call 1-800-TAX-1040.

o ALL (614) 487-8403
ARMY NURSE CORPS.

BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

Stop struggling. Are you elderly? Do you have a disability?
Or is English your second language?
Reach out for help.

Call 1-800-TAX-1040. We'll tell you the

place nearest you where a volunteer can help fill out your tax
form. Four million people ltke you got a helping hand last year.

»airs f!WI
{ig']

A Public Service of

MAKE YOUR TAXES LESS TAXING.
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Departmental chair
Tips that may help you beat the flu
season paper bag at their side for disFlu-battlers shoula ,°
receives alumni award It is the height of flu helpful
posal, and
Dr. J. Alan Whiston, professor ment in his department increase

and chair of WSU's Department of

Music, received the 1993 Outstanding Alumni Award at a reception at
Akron University Jan. 25.
· Whiston, who was elected for
the award by the faculty of Akron

University's School of Music, said
his most enjoyable experiences in
the departm ent have been working
with faculty and overseeing the
completion of the new music wing
in the Creative Arts Center.
Whiston said his long range goal
for the department is to see a larger
concert hall in the Creative Arts

Center. "I think it's vital to the
university community to get an auditorium thatcouldhold900to 1200

people," he said.
During his tenure as chair,
Whiston said he has seen the enroll-

over fifty percent. He said he believes being of a service to the
public helped contribute to the increase.
"We've been doing more outreach to area public schools and
been very active with state conventions," he added.
In addition to enrollment increases, Whiston has seen the
completion of searches for six faculty members. Dr. Jackson Leung,
coordinator of piano performance,
and Dr. James Johnson, director of
gospel choir, are two examples.
Whiston is currently a member
of the Ohio Music Education Association, Music Educators National Conference and was elected
to the Pi Kappa Lambda National
Music Honor Society in 1977.

again and here are some
tips on how flu suffers can get
better.
Take Tylenol or Advilevery
four to six hours as needed for
headaches, body aches or fever.
Drink eight extra glasses of
water per 24 hours. And also
keep some kind of fluid by the
bedside. These fluids may inelude juices, water, ice, gatorade,
pop, tea, popsicle and jell-o.
Get a lot of rest by staying in
bed or on the couch. Flu-sufferers should get extra sleep and
continue this as long as necessary.
Those people with the flu
needtomaintaintheirownutensils, which means that they
should have their own drinking
glass, a box of tissues with a

NEW AND

IMPROVED
HOURS!
Effective February 16, 1993,

Get the
whole
story!

our new office hours will be:
Monday - Friday
9:30 AM - 4:30 PM
NOTE

For wright State
news, sports, and
entertainment,
you'll get the
complete story in
The Guardian.

We will no longer close for lunch.

FIND OUT HO\X/ TO BECOME
A \X/PCU MEMBER
Just stop by our office in Allyn Hall,
OR call us at 873-3151

for complete information.

The,1.

G uaraan
'Wright State's 8dent Newspaper

(a
caat usos
'01 waw+or873-3151
Allyn Hall • Room 151

they should not share
towels with anyone.
People who have the flu should
stay away from other people,
which means that they should
avoid going to class, work or any
other public places.
Do not cough or sneeze on
others, cover the face with a tissue.
Flu-sufferers need to use good
hygiene. This means that they
should wash their hands frequently, so germs are not transmitted to something they touch or
other individuals.
People who have the flu should
keep themselves in a warm environment without getting overheated. They should also not
bundle up and should avoid excess blankets.

menthol rub, like Vicks, on their
forehead for headache relief or
near their nose for decongestant
relief.
The flu-sufferers should take
care of themselves the first few
days and they will recover much
quicker. They should not return
to a full schedule for 5 to 10 days
after the onset of the illness.
Finally, ufferers should call
their doctor if they have a fever
of 103 or higher, a fever marked
by irritability, confusion or a
cough with a brown or green
phlegm. They should also call
their doctor if they have signs of
dehydration. These signs inelude: extreme thirst, lightheadedness, infrequent or dark
urine, very dry mouth, and decreased skin elasticity.

.'Sslce
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2812 Colonel Glenn Hwy. across from W.S.U. next to Chi Chi's.

Up to 80% off on Software
for college facuity, students and staff.
Wordperfect Dos,Windows &

Mac •••••••• $135.00
Microsoft Word for Windows
$159.00
Microsoft Excel Windows & Mac· •••••••• $159.00
Lotus 1-2-3 3.1.
$129.00
dBase IV
$199.95
Borland Ctt Windows & Dos •••••••••••••• $149.95
Borland Ctt w/application frameworks ....$249.95
Aldus Page Maker 4.0
$198.95

the College Store stocks hundreds of Entertainment
and Educational Software Titles.

427-3338

Valentine's Day Specials
• Bud vase, 3 carnations or one rose
$9.95
• Mixed flower arrangement with one rose $22.95
• Arrangements starting from
$18.95
» Candy & balloon bouquets starting at. $8.95
• A dozen colored roses arranged
(not including red) ......$42.95
» Stuffed animals starting at
$2.50
e9 Valentine's cards & candy available

":2%°)
Order Early!
Phone orders

welcome

426-2144

Bloom 'Room
Flowers & Gifts
Extended Hours Friday & Sat

8.30amo700pr,,
Open Sunday

2828 Col. Glenn Hwy.
(across from WSU)

